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Abstract—With the current ever-increasing demand for per-
formance, hardware developers find themselves turning ever-
more towards the construction of application-specific accelerators
to achieve higher performance and lower energy consumption.
In order to meet the ever-shortening time constraints, both
hardware development and verification tools need to be improved.

Chisel, as a hardware construction language, tackles this prob-
lem by speeding up the development of digital designs. However,
the Chisel infrastructure lacks tools for verification. This paper
improves the efficiency of verification in Chisel by proposing
methods to support both formal and dynamic verification of
digital designs in Scala. It builds on top of ChiselTest, the official
testing framework for Chisel. Our work supports functional
coverage, constrained random verification, bus functional models,
and transaction-level modeling in a verification library named
ChiselVerify, while the formal methods are directly integrated
into Chisel3.

Index Terms—digital design, verification, Chisel, Scala

I. INTRODUCTION

General-purpose processors performance increase is down
to single digit percentage per year. This leads to a new golden
age for computer architects designing domain-specific hard-
ware accelerators for future performance improvements [1].
The design of these accelerators is often complex, and their de-
velopment is time-consuming and error-prone. To mitigate this
issue, we shall learn from software development trends such
as agile software development [2], and adapt to agile hardware
development [3]. One move in this direction is Chisel [4], [5],
a Scala-embedded hardware construction language, that was
introduced in order to move digital circuit description to a
more software-like high-level language.

Hardware design is still dominated by the traditional hard-
ware description languages, such as VHDL and SystemVer-
ilog. SystemVerilog adds object oriented features to the lan-
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guage. However, those features are only available for test
benches, not for describing hardware. Chisel goes one (or
several) steps forward in hardware description, as it enables
object-oriented and functional programming to describe hard-
ware. This allows one to not only concisely describe hardware,
but also to describe hardware generators. This elevates current
practice of Perl, TCL, or Python generating VHDL or Sys-
temVerilog code to use the powerful programming language
Scala.

However, Chisel does not yet provide efficient verification
tools or libraries. The ChiselTest package [6] only provides
primitives to write classical test benches. Therefore, we build
upon ChiselTest and add verification features. Those features
are inspired by the Universal Verification Method (UVM), but
implemented by leveraging Scala’s conciseness and support for
both object-oriented and functional programming. ChiselVer-
ify, supports both coverage-oriented and constrained random
verification flows with more features than those available
in UVM. Additionally, formal methods for verifying chisel
designs using bounded model checking are proposed enabling
the formal verification of Chisel designs based solely on a
specification. These two proposals combined make Chisel’s
verification capabilities on par with industry standards such as
UVM.

For the evaluation, we use three designs: (1) the execution
stage of the Leros processor [7], (2) an arbitration circuit, and
(3) an industrial use case, a min-heap sorting circuit. We show
that ChiselVerify can check many features of the min-heap
with few lines of verification code.

The contributions of this paper are:

• Tools for defining and gathering functional coverage
information about a Chisel design.

• A Domain Specific Language for constraint programming
inside a ChiselTest test bench.

• A Bus Functional Model for the AXI4 standardized



interface1.
• Formal methods2 for verifying Chisel designs.
This paper is an extension of [8]. These extensions include

the following:
• A proposal of formal verification methods for verifying

Chisel designs.
• An additional functional coverage approach through im-

plicit verification plans.
• An in-depth evaluation and comparison between our

methods and those available in UVM and cocotb [9].
The paper is organized into 7 sections. First, Section II

describes related work, and section III covers background on
hardware verification. Section IV describes our solution for
enabling verification in Chisel, called ChiselVerify. Section V
presents an orthogonal approach to classic test driven verifi-
cation by using formal methods for verification. Section VI
evaluates ChiselVerify with three use cases, and Section VII
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Most new designs are being described in SystemVerilog;
an extension of traditional Verilog which introduces many
non-synthesizable elements. These extensions include various
object-oriented programming constructs and are intended to
allow for writing more advanced test benches. However,
contrary to Chisel, the object-oriented design approach cannot
be used for hardware description. SystemVerilog also offers
constructs for gathering statement and functional coverage
information [10], but our solution differs from these in several
ways. In addition to SystemVerilog’s range- or transition-
based bins, ChiselVerify’s cover constructs support temporal
relations as well as generalized conditional bins based on user-
defined predicates.

The temporal relation definition capabilities found in both
ChiselVerify and its formal counterpart can also be seen in
the Property Specification Language (PSL) and the similar
SystemVerilog Assertions [11], which are two current so-
lutions allowing for the use of temporal logic in relation
to both coverage and assertions. Our approaches, however,
differ in many ways, but are still all based around concepts
taken from Linear-Temporal Logic (LTL) such as the past

operator [12]. For example, PSL bases itself on a wide variety
of Sequential-Extended Regular Expressions (SEREs), which
define temporal relations between different boolean expres-
sions. SEREs, however, are quite complex and require the
use of many operators to describe potentially simple temporal
relations. In contrast, our solution aims to provide a simplified
set of temporal constructs to express LTL. These encompass
a similar range of relations when used in conjunction with
different types of bins in our coverage tools.

Cocotb [9] is a Python-based verification framework for
VHDL and Verilog designs. It is enabled by extensions to

1All three available as part of ChiselVerify https://github.com/chiselverify/
chiselverify

2Available as part of ChiselTest https://github.com/ucb-bar/chiseltest

Python for coroutine support and DUT interfacing using a
very simple dut.port.value interface. Cocotb was also
extended with a library called cocotb-coverage, which allows
for functional coverage and constrained random verification
to be added to the Python-based test benches. This solution
follows the same goals as ours, since it aims to improve
verification efficiency by allowing for verification to take place
in a high-level environment. However, our solution aims to do
so in a way that is more closely integrated into the design flow,
by allowing for a high-level design to be verified in an equally
high-level environment. Cocotb, in contrast, makes verification
happen in a completely separate environment as the design
process. In a later section, we will compare ChiselVerify’s
functionalities to those available in cocotb.

Adding to the verification features introduced in SystemVer-
ilog, designers also have access to the UVM, which was
designed to be a standardized way of writing SystemVerilog
test benches by focusing on both horizontal and vertical re-
use [13]. Unfortunately, its generality leads to an inherent
verbosity, i.e., even simple tests require at least around 800
lines of code. As a result, UVM imposes significant initial
time-investment demands but is re-usable once it gets up and
running. Moreover, newcomers may experience that UVM is
less accessible than simpler approaches such as ChiselVerify
as its structure differs from most traditional test benches.

Other works have focused on proposing different verifica-
tion tools for other HCLs, such as bluecheck [14] for the
BlueSpec HDL, or fault [15] which introduces verification
components for the Magma HCL. Similarly to ChiselVerify,
these solutions propose verification functionalities for their
specific HCLs. Bluecheck focuses on enabling the creation of
generic testbenches, similarly to UVM, that are synthesizable.
Fault focuses on providing formal and constraint random
verification functionalities, similarly to ChiselVerify, but em-
bedded in Python.

Yosys [16] is an open-source tool for circuit synthesis.
Claire Wolf developed the Yosys Open SYnthesis Suite
(Yosys) as part of her Bachelor thesis at the Vienna University
of Technology [17]. The focus of Yosys is on high-level digital
synthesis. Yosys uses the open-source logic synthesis tool
ABC [18] for gate-level optimizations. Yosys is a framework
that can be extended. We can use Yosys for interactive design
investigation, circuit analysis, or symbolic model checking.

Beyond the general frameworks available in SystemVer-
ilog and UVM, other projects have proposed using software
testing techniques to do hardware verification. For example,
RFuzz [19] is a generalized method that enables efficient
“coverage-guided fuzz mutational testing”. It relies on FPGA-
accelerated simulation and novel techniques for deterministic
memory resetting to use fuzzing (i.e. randomized testing
with dynamic seeding based on achieved coverage results)
on digital circuits. Specifically, RFuzz automates collection
of and adjustments based on branch coverage. In comparison
to RFuzz, ChiselVerify offers a different type of solution
focusing on implementing verification functionalities in a
language while RFuzz offers an efficient way of using these

https://github.com/chiselverify/chiselverify
https://github.com/chiselverify/chiselverify
https://github.com/ucb-bar/chiseltest


to ameliorate testing; particularly by using coverage tools to
guide its randomized verification. For the sake of complete-
ness, we also mention another work of ours presenting the
use of ChiselVerify’s coverage tools for functional-coverage
driven mutation-based fuzzing [20], as well as a similar work,
which proposes a coverage-driven mutation-based fuzzer for
SpinalHDL [21].

The SecChisel framework [22] adds security labels and
static type checking of information flow to the Chisel lan-
guages. The type checks are performed using the Z3 SMT
solver [23]. This is different from bounded model checking
which verifys user defined assertions over signals and is able to
find sound multi-cycle counter examples to failing properties.
However, bounded model checking is incomplete, meaning we
can miss bugs that only occure many cycles into the design
execution. Static information flow tracking only looks at the
combinatorial logic only to ensure that now information is
leaked. This allows it guarantee that no information will be
leaked, but can lead to false positives where the type check
fails, but no bug exists.

To the best of our knowledge, ChiselVerify, along with
the formal methods proposed in this work, forms the only
framework that provides easy-to-use formal and dynamic
verification functionalities which are well-integrated into the
Chisel and ChiselTest ecosystem.

The CHA library [24] implements temporal assertions sim-
ilar to SystemVerilog Assertions for Chisel designs. It builds
upon the formal verification framework which we discuss in
Section V.

III. BACKGROUND

Before going into details of ChiselVerify, we provide a brief
overview of hardware verification, and Chisel and its related
existing verification techniques.

A. Verification of Digital Designs

Verification of digital designs refers to testing done before
tape-out through simulation or (FPGA-based) emulation [10].
SystemVerilog is one of the main languages used for ver-
ification. It allows for engineers to define constraint-driven
randomized test benches and metrics to gather functional
coverage resulting for a suite of tests. We are interested in three
verification features: functional coverage, constrained random
verification, and bus functional modeling—all three of which
are available in SystemVerilog, but rather complex to use as
they are embedded in a low-level language.

1) functional coverage: One of the most frequently used
verification tools is test coverage which enables measuring
progress and effectiveness of testing processes. In contrast to
the common, quantitative statement coverage metric, which
measures how many lines of code have been tested, func-
tional coverage is qualitative and aims at answering which
functionalities have been tested [10]. This enables measuring
how correctly a design implements its specification, and it is
measured relative to a verification plan which includes the
following:

• Bins that declare ranges of values that should be tested
for (i.e., expected values of a given port), and

• cover constructs specifying ports that need to be sampled
in the coverage report, defined using a set of bins.

2) Constrained Random Verification: Using constrained
random verification features, a verification engineer can create
random variables constrained to specified sets of values. In
doing so, even a relatively small test suite can, statistically,
cover many functionalities of a design. Moreover, constraining
inputs ensures that no unnecessary tests are run for input com-
binations that would not appear during regular operation [25].

A set of constrained random variables define a Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP). In CSPs, problem entities are
represented as a finite, homogeneous collection of constraints.
CSP solvers seek solutions to such problems and, thus, serve
as the basis for constrained random verification.

Constrained random data types are native and declared
with the rand keyword in SystemVerilog. Implementations of
SystemVerilog simulators have a built-in CSP solver allowing
for randomization through its randomize method.

3) Bus Functional Models: Abstraction is often the key
to solve complex problems. Bus functional models represent
such a technique. They implement models of (standardized)
interfaces, like the Advanced eXtensible Interface version 4
(AXI4) from ARM [26], that enable interacting with either
master or servant components at a transaction level that ab-
stracts away bit-fiddling of individual wires. Digital hardware
vendors often provide IP generators whose output blocks are
equipped with such interfaces. Well-developed bus functional
models enable simpler, safer, and less verbose interactions with
such components.

B. The Chisel Hardware Construction Language

Chisel is a “hardware construction language” embedded
in the general purpose programming language Scala [5],
[27]. It allows designers to effectively write Scala programs
that generate hardware descriptions at the Register Transfer
Level (RTL). Compared to traditional hardware description
languages, like VHDL and Verilog, Chisel is much more high-
level and allows for object-oriented and functional program-
ming in the context of digital design. One popular open-
source application is the powerful RocketChip system on chip
generator [28].

The user-facing API of Chisel is a Scala library with some
syntactic sugar that allows the user to generate RTL designs.
These designs then have to be converted into a format that
is understood by simulators as well as FPGA and ASIC
synthesis tools. The lowering is done by the FIRRTL compiler
which converts a high-level Intermediate Representation (IR)
into a normalized structural representation [29]. The low-level
representation is then exported into a subset of Verilog that
was chosen as a common subset supported by the majority of
backend tools.

Besides serving as a convenient way to lower Chisel circuits
into Verilog, the FIRRTL IR and accompanying compiler
infrastructure also makes it easy to add circuit analysis and
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Fig. 1: Overview of the Chisel compilation pipeline.

instrumentation passes, known as transforms. Moreover, it
is possible to simulate circuits described in FIRRTL using
the Treadle execution engine, before converting them into
(System)Verilog which can, of course, be simulated using
commercial or open-source tools like Verilator [30]. Figure 1
shows an overview of the Chisel compilation pipeline.

Being embedded in Scala, Chisel is executed on the Java
virtual machine (JVM) and can use existing Scala and Java
libraries for design and verification. The JVM also allows for
the use of the Java native interface for calling C functions, thus
enabling co-simulation of Scala testers, Chisel designs, and a
C-based golden models. This is valuable for companies wish-
ing to keep their existing C models while using Scala/Chisel
for simulation.

C. Testing Chisel Designs

A Chisel design can be tested with ChiselTest [6], a non-
synthesizable testing framework for Chisel that emphasizes
simplicity while providing ways to scale up complexity. Like
Chisel, ChiselTest is a Scala library that provides an interface
into several simulators through peek (read value from circuit),
poke (write value to circuit), and step (advance time) oper-
ations. Tests written with ChiselTest are just imperative Scala
programs that run one line after another.

However, ChiselTest is missing fundamental functionalities
that improve verification efficiency. For example, it does not
provide either of the three aforementioned features: functional
coverage, constrained random variables, or bus functional
models, despite these features being crucial for efficient veri-
fication.

IV. VERIFICATION WITH CHISEL

As an extension of ChiselTest, we propose ChiselVerify,
which introduces verification functionalities to the Chisel
ecosystem. ChiselVerify bases itself on ChiselTest by using
its design interfacing features in order to enable various ver-
ification functionalities directly in Chisel, such as functional
coverage, constrained random verification, and bus functional
modeling. In the following subsections, we present how we
achieved our solution. We start by presenting its functional
coverage capabilities, using both implicit and explicit spec-
ifications. We then propose constrained random verification
tools for automating testing of general designs. Finally, we
look at how bus functional models can increase testing ease,

and demonstrate our method by creating a model of the
standardized AXI4 interface.

A. Coverage in Chisel

ChiselVerify allows for functional coverage constructs to be
defined over a Chisel design directly in Scala. This is possible
directly inside of a ChiselTest test bench, and enables the
gathering of information about completeness of a test with
relation to a given specification defined using a verification
plan. In order to enable functional coverage in Chisel, we
explore and define two methods for describing a specification,
using an implicit or an explicit verification plan. These two
methods are defined as follows:

• Implicit verification plan: Omit the verification plan,
and obtain coverage data through queries on the ports we
want to check after the test bench.

• Explicit verification plan: Declare the ports that will be
sampled before the test bench.

Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages,
which we will discuss in detail in a later section. In both
cases, in order to define our methods, we needed to be able
to do the following:

• Create a verification plan, either implicitly using a
QueryableCoverage object, which creates a verification
plan containing all of our device’s ports, or explicitly
using cover constructs,

• sample our tested device’s ports, using ChiselTest’s inter-
facing capabilities,

• keep track of the different sampled values that hit for
each bin, using a coverage database, and

• compile all of the results into a comprehensible and
programmatically useful coverage report.

We will describe how the two different solutions are used
to gather functional coverage information.

a) Implicit Verification Plans: As presented above, our
solution enables the gathering of functional coverage informa-
tion without explicitly having to define a specification. This
is enabled through the use of a QueryableCoverage object,
which is simply defined on a given DUT. The object must
be defined within a ChiselTest test bench, allowing for the
existence of a usable DUT. Once that is done, it must be
sampled throughout the test suite using its sample method.
Doing so will store the current value of every port in the



DUT, thus enable for a future coverage queries. Obtaining
coverage information using this method is done at the end of
a test suite using coverage queries of the form of get(port,
expectedHits, range), where the arguments have the fol-
lowing meaning:

• port represents the DUT port for which we want cover-
age information.

• expectedHits is optional and represents a specification
of number of hits we would expect for this port.

• range is also optional and represents the range in which
we want to sample the port.

A query of this sort yields a CoverageResult case class that
can then be used either programmatically or to generate a
readable report using its print method. One can also simply
print out a full report of all ports in the DUT using the
QueryableCoverage object’s printAll method.

1 val coverage = new QueryableCoverage(dut)
2 for (fun <- 0 until 50) {
3 dut.io.a.poke(toUInt(fun))
4 dut.io.b.poke(toUInt(fun % 4))
5 coverage.sample()
6 }
7 coverage.get(dut.io.outA, 50).print()
8 coverage.get(dut.io.outB).print()
9 coverage.get(dut.io.outA, range = 0 to 4).print()

10 coverage.printAll()

Listing 1: Example use of a QueryableCoverage object in
order to gain information about the DUT’s testing process.
Note that outA and outB simply output the values of a and
b.

Listing 1 shows a basic use of the implicit coverage tool. The
above example outputs the following coverage Report:

Port io_outA has 50 hits = 100.0% coverage.

Port io_outB has 4 hits.

Port io_outA for Range 0 to 4 has 5 hits

= 100.0% coverage.

========= COVERAGE REPORT =========

Port io_outB has 4 hits.

Port io_outA has 50 hits.

Port io_b has 4 hits.

Port io_a has 50 hits.

===================================

This report shows the coverage results from our simple test in
the form of the number of hits associated to each port. Given
a specification for the amount of expected hits, the tool also
shows a coverage percentage over the port. We can also see
that given a range, the tool is also able to output a coverage
percentage using the range length as the expected number of
hits.

The QueryableCoverage object can be a useful tool for
gathering simpler coverage information on a DUT. However,
in order to define complex specifications for our functional
coverage, explicit verification plans must be used.

b) Explicit Verification Plans: As detailed in our pre-
vious work on the topic [31], our solution allows for the
definition of a target specification using a set of cover con-
structs defined inside of a CoverageReporter. This reporter
functions as a front-end element that allows for the definition
of complex specifications using only high-level constructs.
The main interface is the register method, which stores
cover construct to bin mappings inside of a CoverageDB

database object, and groups them as a single covergroup.
After the definition of the verification plan, the registered
elements of the specification must be sampled explicitly by
the user using the sample method, which checks the value of
the associated port at that simulation cycle against the bins in
order to determine if the specification is met for that value or
not. Once the sampling has been done, at the end of a test
suite, a functional coverage report is generated by the reporter
using the report method, which interprets the results stored in
the database and compiles them to into a Scala case class.
This report object can then be used to check for coverage
thresholds, i.e., whether or not the coverage has surpassed
a specific amount, or to guide the mutation of inputs in a
mutation-based fuzzer, as was explored in previous work [20].

1 val cr = new CoverageReporter
2 cr.register(
3 cover("accu", dut.io.accu)(
4 bin("lo10", 0 to 9),
5 bin("First100", 0 to 99)),
6 cover("test", dut.io.test)(
7 bin("testLo10", 0 to 9)),
8 cover("accuAndTest", dut.io.accu, dut.io.test)(
9 cross("both1", 1 to 1, 1 to 1))

Listing 2: Small verification plan defined using 3 cover

constructs, including one cross coverage construct

Listing 2 shows a basic verification plan defined using our
functional coverage tool. This example shows the use of cover
constructs with both a single and multiple ports. The use of
multiple ports defines a cross coverage relation between the
two ports, meaning that sampled values are considered a hit if
they meet all specifications simultaneously [10]. Concretely,
in our example, a hit would be considered if, within the same
cycle, both dut.io.accu and dut.io.test are sampled with
the value 1.

After defining our specification in the form of a verification
plan, we need to define the ideal location, within our test
bench, to sample the registered cover constructs using the
reporter. The reporter’s sample method can be used to sample
either all groups simultaneously or simply one group at a time,
by specifying the id of the group we want to sample in the
method call. All cover constructs within a group will always
be sampled together. Sampling different groups at different
locations throughout the test suite can allow for more targeted
coverage information to be gathered. Finally, once we are done
sampling throughout the test suite, we can print out a readable
coverage report by calling cr.printReport() which, for our
example, results in the following:

=============== COVERAGE REPORT ===============



================= GROUP ID: 1 =================

COVER_POINT PORT NAME: accu

BIN lo10 COVERING 0 to 9 HAS 8 HIT(S) = 80%

BIN First100 COVERING 0 to 99 HAS 9 HIT(S) = 9%

===============================================

COVER_POINT PORT NAME: test

BIN testLo10 COVERING 0 to 9 HAS 8 HIT(S) = 80%

===============================================

CROSS_POINT accuAndTest FOR POINTS accu AND test

BIN both1 COVERING 1 to 1 CROSS 1 to 1 HAS

1 HIT(S) = 100%

===============================================

This report shows the three cover constructs that we
registered and the associated hits that each of their bins

has obtained. These hits represent the number of times that
registered port was sampled with a unique value found within
the given range. Each bin is then given a coverage percentage,
based on the ratio between the number of hits obtained and
the total number of possible values in the range.

In addition to the basic cover constructs presented until
now, our tool allows for the definition of more complex
relations, including delayed cross coverage, and purely condi-
tional coverage. Inspired by concepts from Linear Temporal
Logic [12], delayed cross coverage allows the user to define a
relation between two ports sampled at different clock cycles.
The idea is similar to how a cross works, but this time rather
than sampling both points in the same clock cycle, we compare
one port, at the starting clock cycle, to another port sampled
a given number of clock cycles later. The temporal separation
between the two ports is defined using a delay, for which we
have defined four different types:

• Exactly, a hit is obtained if a value sampled from the
second port meets its specification, as defined in the bin,
exactly the given number of clock cycles after the first
point was sampled.

• Eventually, a hit is obtained if the second port meets
its specification at any point within the given number of
clock cycles after the first point was sampled.

• Always, a hit is obtained if the second port meets its
specification at every clock cycle for a given number of
clock cycles after the first point was sampled.

• Never, a hit is obtained if the second port never has
a sampled value that meets its specification during any
clock cycle for a given number of clock cycles after the
first point was sampled.

The use of timing-related bins is only possible if the coverage
reporter is used to step the clock instead of ChiselTest’s regular
interface, since it allows for the CoverageDB’s internal clock
to remain correct.

Conditional coverage enables the definition of bins contain-
ing fully custom hit-consideration rules using a user-defined
predicate. Using this type of construct, one can check for
arbitrary relations between an arbitrary number of ports. For
example, it is possible to create a bin that checks for every
clock cycle where all fields in a vector are equal. This is done

by using a function of type Seq[BigInt] => Boolean in the
bin declaration. The report then shows the number of distinct
sampled values for which the predicate held throughout the
testing process. Given the unbounded nature of these bins, an
“expected number of hits” argument is required for each con-
dition in order to yield a final percentage alongside the number
of hits. Using these different types of cover constructs, one
can express the specification of virtually any design.

c) Explicit vs. Implicit Verification Plans: Comparing the
two solutions, Explicit verification plans enable more precise
and complex definitions of specifications than implicit verifi-
cation plans. This is due to the computational load inherently
present in Implicit verification plans. Since Implicit verifica-
tion plans require sampling over the entire range defined by
the bit-width of every port, it is limited to use with simpler
designs. However, implicit verification plans do not require the
re-simulation of a design in order to obtain different coverage
information, while explicit verification plans do. All in all,
these coverage tools allow for the gathering of functional
coverage directly in Chisel, thus filling in one of the holes
inside of Chisel’s ecosystem. Another tool our solution brings
to Chisel, and enables one of the uses of functional coverage
presented earlier in this section [20], is constrained random
verification, which is detailed in the following paragraph.

B. Constrained Random Verification

A coverage-driven verification suite is not complete without
access to randomization tools. ChiselVerify thus provides a set
of tools, inspired by those available in SystemVerilog, which
allow for the declaration and randomization of random objects.
This is done by providing a “constraint programming” domain-
specific language that runs on an existing CSP solver named
JaCoP [32].

1) ChiselVerify’s Constraint Programming DSL: Our solu-
tion allows for the declaration of a constrained random object
by defining a class that extends the RandObj trait. The newly
defined RandObj class contains all of the constraints and
random variables that will later be used in our constrained
random tests. This information will be stored inside of a
Model, that is given to the RandObj on initialization. A Model

is simply an object which functions as a database for our
generated random number. It can be initialized with a seed
to allow for predictable pseudo-random number generation. In
total, there are two main elements that are used inside of the
object to drive the randomization process: random variables
and constraints.

a) Random Variables: The first element represents a
random value generator and is associated to constraints that
will determine the set of values that the random variable can
take. Our DSL allows for the declaration of two different types
of random variables:

• Regular, can take any value that satisfies the associated
constraints.

• Cyclic, can not take the same values twice until the entire
set of valid values has been explored.



Similar to the interface designed for the functional coverage
tools, both types are declared using a single unified function
call rand to which we give a lower and an upper bound on
the values the variable can take. As an example, rand(0, 5,

Cyclic) will declare a random variable that will yield six
distinct values in a row before starting to repeat itself.

b) Constraints: Our solution allows for the definition of
both single constraints and ConstraintGroups. Constraints
are defined by applying constraint operators on random vari-
ables. Additionally, the IfCond and ElseC constructs allow
for the definition of conditional constraints. Every defined
constraint may be enabled or disabled at any point in the
test suite. This can also be done to multiple constraints
simultaneously by enabling or disabling a ConstraintGroup.

c) Using a RandObj: After declaring and filling random
objects with random variables and constraints, a RandObj must
be instantiated and then randomized using the randomize

method within a test bench. The randomize method’s return
value is predicated on the solvability of the constraints by the
CSP solver. Once randomized the random variables within a
RandObj yield a valid random value when prompted with their
respective value() methods.

1 class Packet extends RandObj(new Model(3)) {
2 val idx = rand(0, 10)
3 val size = rand(1, 100)
4 val len = rand(1, 100)
5 val payload: Array[Rand] = Array.tabulate(11)(
6 rand(1, 100)
7 )

9 // Example Constraint with operations
10 val single: Constraint = (payload(0) == (len -

size))

12 // Example conditional constraint
13 val conditional = IfCon(len == 1) {
14 payload.size == 3
15 } ElseC {
16 payload.size == 10
17 }
18 val idxConst = idx < payload.size
19 }

Listing 3: Example usage of a random object. rand(min,

max, type=Normal) declares a random variable. Any
operation on a random variable generates a constraint.

Listing 3 shows an example use of the different ways one
can define a random variable with constraints. As seen in the
example, collections of random variables, such as arrays, can
be defined and constraints can be placed on the collections
themselves. This approach is seen in the payload random
variable, where a constraint is placed on the size of an array of
random variables. The conditional random variable shows
how conditional constraints can be declared. In our example,
the constraint placed on payload depends on the value of the
len random variable.

These constrained random objects are a powerful tool that
can be combined with the aforementioned coverage function-
alities to create coverage-driven randomized tests. With the use

of our solutions, such a setup greatly improves the automation
capabilities of Chisel test benches. However, these capabilities
may be further improved by abstracting away groups of wires
and operating on an operation or transaction level instead.

C. Verification with Bus Functional Models

Component re-use, portability and flexibility are also in-
teresting in the context of digital designs. A good way to
achieve these characteristics is by equipping one’s designs with
standardized interfaces. Verification engineers can test such
components at a transaction level by combining constrained
random verification and coverage measures with bus functional
models. As an example, we provide a bus functional model
for AXI4, an open standard by ARM [26].

1) Introduction to AXI4: The AXI4 protocol by ARM is a
generic, flexible interconnect standard. It comprises five inde-
pendent handshake-based channels; three for write operations
(Write Address, Write Data, and Write Response) and two for
read operations (Read Address and Read Data). Interconnect
operations, known as transactions, consist of sequences of
transfers across either set of channels. All channels share a
common clock and reset.

As an example, consider a write transaction of 16 data
elements. First, the manager provides the transaction attributes
(e.g., target address and data size) as a transfer on the Write
Address channel. Next, it transfers the data elements one at
a time over the Write Data channel. Finally, the subordinate
indicates transaction status on the Write Response channel.
Note that channel independence means that data may be
transferred before the transaction attributes and that the read
channels may operate at the same time [26].

2) Implementation: To enable easy verification of AXI4-
interfaced components using ChiselVerify, we provide defini-
tions of channel wire bundles, abstract manager and subor-
dinate classes, and a transaction-based bus functional model:
the FunctionalManager class. Through parameterizing the
manager with a Subordinate DUT provides a simple inter-
face to control the DUT. Its two most important methods are
createWriteTrx and createReadTrx to create and enqueue
write and read transactions, respectively.

Our bus functional model implementation utilizes Chis-
elTest’s multithreading features to allow for non-blocking
calls to the aforementioned methods and for emulating the
channel independence more closely. When a write transaction
is enqueued and no other write transactions are in flight, the
bus functional model spawns three new threads, one for each
channel. The threads handle the bit-fiddling required to operate
the channels.

3) A Test Example: Returning to the example of transfer-
ring 16 data elements, consider the test for a module called
Memory listed below. First, a write transaction with 16 data
elements takes just one call to createWriteTrx most of
whose arguments have default values. It is equally simple to
create a subsequent read transaction. Depending on the DUT
implementation and due to channel independence, not waiting



for a write to complete before initiating a read may return
incorrect results.

1 class MemorySpec extends AnyFlatSpec with
ChiselScalatestTester {

2 behavior of "My memory module"
3 it should "write and read" in {
4 test(new Memory()) { dut =>
5 val bfm = new FunctionalManager(dut)
6 bfm.createWriteTrx(0,

Seq.fill(16){0x7FFFFFFF},
7 len = 15, size = 2)
8 bfm.createReadTrx(0, len = 15, size = 2)
9 }

10 }
11 }

Listing 4: Using the AXI4 bus functional model with
ChiselTest

D. Future Work

In this paper our development stays mainly in the Chisel
world and comparing it against UVM. However, an interesting
approach would be to mix and mach different approaches
and tools. The easiest combination is to use Chisel for the
circuit description and UVM for verifiaction. Chisel generates
standard Verilog code that can be integrated with an UVM
testing flow. SystemVerilog components can also be integrated
in Chisel as black boxes and we can verify them with Chis-
elVerify on Verilator. However, the SystemVerilog code shall
only include Verilog code constructs that Verilator supports.

The most challenging approach would be to combine UVM
and ChiselVerify. For example, having an UVM test driver
for the DTU, but using ChiselVerify with a golden reference
model written in Scala. We consider this interesting develop-
ment question as future work.

V. FORMAL VERIFICATION

An alternative to exercising the circuit description with a
set of concrete inputs is to symbolically explore the circuit
execution for any inputs for a limited number of cycles. This
technique is called bounded model checking [33] and works
by unrolling the circuit for k cycles and then asking a Boolean
satisfiability [34] or SMT [35] solver whether there exists a set
of inputs and starting states for the memories and registers in
the design, for which an assertion is violated. If the solver
returns a satisfying assignment to this query, we obtain a
counter example that can be expressed as a test bench that
initialized the state to concrete values from the solver and then
drives the inputs for k cycles with the inputs obtained from the
solver. If the solver returns that there is no such assignment,
we get a guarantee that our circuit will not hit any assertion
violation for the first k cycles of its execution.

There has been a long tradition of open-source formal
verification systems from the academic community [36]–
[38]. However, because of the traditional academic incentive
structure, these research systems were hard to use or did not
support enough features of the RTL design language to be
widely used by a community of open source RTL designers.

Gcd.scala fix

Fig. 2: Formal checks can be launched from a Scala IDE.

This changed with the introduction of the yosys [16] tool
which has become the de facto standard for processing Verilog
for synthesis or formal verification. Yosys allows academics to
focus on developing model checkers for the simple btor2 [39]
or aiger [40] formats without having to worry about supporting
the much more complicated Verilog standard. The open-source
SymbiYosys [41] tool wraps yosys as well as various formal
verification engines in order to allow users to verify their
designs. All a user has to provide are the Verilog sources
of their design including assertions and assumptions as well
as a small configuration script. SymbiYosys translates any
failing traces it discovers into Verilog test benches and VCD
waveform dumps for the user to inspect 3.

In this paper we describe our approach to providing Chisel
users with an easy way to formally verify their designs. We
adapt many good ideas from yosys and build several new
convenience features on top of them, taking advantage of the
existing compiler infrastructure for Chisel. We first present
two introductory examples and then provide details on how the
formal backend was engineered to ensure that all failures could
be replayed in simulation to help debugging in Section V-C.
We then discuss reset assumptions (Section V-D) and a simple
approach to temporal assertions using an improved version of
the past statement which avoids common pitfalls compared to
the equivalent functionality in Verilog (Section V-E).

A. Example: Verifying a GCD Circuit

We focus on a simple greatest common denominator
(GCD) circuit which is a standard Chisel example.4 Dy-
namic tests written with ChiselTest can be executed through
a Scala IDE or from a shell with the sbt test com-
mand. With our proposed extension, formal checks can be
run in a similar fashion. The user just needs to substitute
the test(new DecoupledGcd(16)) command with verify(new

DecoupledGcd(16), BoundedCheck(10)). If the user now
clicks the test icon again or runs the sbt test command, a
formal bounded check will be executed for ten cycles after
reset instead of a simulation test. The only additional program
required is a copy of the open-source SMT solver Z3 [23].

Initially the check will always pass, no matter which
changes we make to our circuit. Since the GCD circuit

3With the open-source GHDL plugin, yosys now also supports formally
verifying VHDL circuits.

4The GCD code is part of the Chisel template: https://github.com/
freechipsproject/chisel-template

https://github.com/freechipsproject/chisel-template
https://github.com/freechipsproject/chisel-template


contains no assertions, there is nothing to tell the solver if
the circuits misbehaves. In order to actually verify something,
an assertion needs to be added directly to the circuit by using
the Chisel assert statement. The decoupled GCD circuit used
as an example has an input and an output channel as well as
a 1-bit busy register. We expect that while the circuit is busy,
no new input is accepted:

when(busy) {

verification.assert(!input.fire())

}

This assertion will pass because the circuit does indeed fulfill
the property after reset.

We now introduce a small bug by connecting input.ready

to true.B and rerun the test. An assertion violation will be
reported one cycle after reset. The user is also presented
with an error message indicating the Scala line number of
the failing assertion. To debug the problem, they can find a
VCD waveform dump in the standard test directory created by
the ChiselTest library. Since we replay the test on a concrete
simulator, the error message and VCD will be exactly the same
as if the user was running a simulation test.

A more advanced property we expect to hold is that if the
input and output channels are idle, the busy signal will remain
the same in the next cycle:

when(past(!input.fire() && !output.fire())) {

verification.assert(stable(busy))

}

Here we make use of our past function for temporal properties
which is described in detail in Section V-E.

When working in a standard Scala IDE like the open-source
IntelliJ IDEA with the Scala plugin, the user can launch the
formal check with the press of a button. The success or failure
will be communicated the same way as any other unit test. A
VCD waveform dump is automatically generated to help debug
failing checks. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

B. Example: Verifying the Read Behavior of a RTL Memory

The example shown in Figure 3 verifies that when a Chisel
memory with synchronous read port and WriteFirst behavior
has a read and a write access to the same address, the new
value will be returned. The check fails if WriteFirst is
substituted with ReadFirst or Undefined. It is based on a
Verilog example from a popular blog 5. In the Chisel version,
the assertion is automatically delayed until at least one cycle
after reset, when there are valid past values available. A
bounded model check is executed by the verify command,
which is called from a standard Scala unit test. When the
check fails, the failing inputs and starting states are replayed
on a simulator, resulting in a waveform file that is identical
to the output we would get from a dynamic verification run.
However, since we used bounded model checking to find the
failing trace, it will be as short as possible. In our example,

5https://zipcpu.com/answer/2021/07/03/fv-answer15.html

1 class Quiz15 extends Module {
2 /* [...] I/O definitions */
3 val mem = SyncReadMem(256, UInt(32.W), WriteFirst)
4 when(iWrite) { mem.write(iWAddr, iData) }
5 oData := mem.read(iRAddr, iRead)

7 when(past(iWrite && iRead &&
8 iWAddr === iRAddr)) {
9 verification.assert(oData === past(iData))

10 }
11 }

13 class ZipCpuQuizzes extends AnyFlatSpec
14 with ChiselScalatestTester with Formal {
15 "Quiz15" should "pass with WriteFirst" in {
16 verify(new Quiz15, Seq(BoundedCheck(5)))
17 }
18 }

cycle #0: read and write 
issued from/to address 0

cycle #1: read data is 1, 
but write data was 0

1
1

0

0
0

1 (≠0)

Fig. 3: RTL code with inline assertion, formal test and counter
example waveform for a verification example.

two cycles after reset are needed to fail the property. The
first cycle contains the read and write requests and the second
cycle observes the arbitrary result on the read port if we set
the memory behavior to Undefined for read/write conflicts.
The included screenshot was obtained with the open-source
GTKWave waveform viewer.

C. A Formal Backend for FIRRTL

In order to implement the verify command, introduced in
the previous sections, we need to convert the Chisel circuit into
a format that is understood by open-source model checkers or
SMT solvers. We can do this by using the FIRRTL compiler to
convert the circuit to Verilog and then using yosys to convert
to the model checking formats. While we initially used this
approach, we eventually decided that it would be better to add
a formal backend to the FIRRTL compiler directly. This way
we can avoid the complicated Verilog semantics, model circuit
behavior in greater detail and easily replay counter example
traces on our FIRRTL simulator called treadle.

Users want their Chisel designs to be implemented with as
little hardware as possible. In order to allow for efficient im-
plementations, the FIRRTL specification was crafted to allow
some operations to result in arbitrary results. For example, a
wire connected to DontCare or to the result of a division by
zero carries an arbitrary value. Reading from a memory while
the read port is disabled, reading from the same address that
another port is writing to or writing from two memory ports
to the same address all generate an arbitrary value result. Not

https://zipcpu.com/answer/2021/07/03/fv-answer15.html
https://zipcpu.com/answer/2021/07/03/fv-answer15.html
https://zipcpu.com/answer/2021/07/03/fv-answer15.html


all of these behaviors are represented in the generated Verilog.
The compiler is free to substitute arbitrary values with (more)
concrete values, like always returning a memory read result
even when the read port is disabled or by assigning a priority
to write operations so that at least one of them will complete.
Thus if we first generate Verilog and then use yosys, we are
only verifying one concrete translation of the design, but there
may be other legal translations that would violate the property.
This is relevant, e.g., in the context of memories when we
use an external SRAM compiler that might try to rely on
the fact that write-write collisions can have arbitrary results
in order to generate better hardware. This is the reason why
we decided to carefully model arbitrary values as part of the
FIRRTL compiler’s new formal backend.

Once the formal engine finds starting states and inputs that
lead to an assertion violation, we need to help the user debug
their design. Since we do not have the large resources of a
major EDA vendor, we would like to reuse as much of the
existing simulator infrastructure as we can. If we can replay
the failing trace on our existing simulator, the VCD waveform
dump and the error reporting will be of the same quality
as when writing a concrete test bench. In order to be able
to replay failures caused by arbitrary values, we carefully
engineered two FIRRTL passes that analyze the circuit and
add wires to detect when a result is arbitrary as well as a
mux to substitute the result with a connection to a DefRandom

node in that case. The new DefRandom construct provides a
named arbitrary value that can change every clock cycle, very
much like a anyseq annotated wire in Verilog. The formal
backend implements DefRandom nodes as inputs that can be
freely chosen by the formal engine. To make DefRandom work
with our simulator, we replace the nodes with registers of the
same type that are never updated by the hardware. Instead
we use the software interface to our simulator to update these
registers with the values chosen by the formal engine in each
cycle. Figure 4 shows our compilation flow in more detail. The
verify command is implemented as part of the ChiselTest
library and uses several compiler passes that make up the
FIRRTL formal backend. We hook into the FIRRTL compiler
to model undefined behavior with DefRandom statements and
to delay temporal assertions as part of our safe past construct.
We then add reset assumptions, flatten the system, convert
to a formal transition system and then serialize the system
to SMTLib or btor2. We provide bindings to launch various
formal engines from ChiselTest. If a counter example is found,
we convert the DefRandom nodes in the circuit to registers
before loading the circuit into the treadle simulator to replay
the failure and obtain a simulation quality VCD and error
message.

The btor2 format does not support hierarchical circuits and
we thus always flatten the system by inlining everything into
a single module. In order to ensure that we produce a good
waveform dump, the counter example will be replayed on the
non-inlined circuit. We make use of the built-in annotation
support of the FIRRTL compiler to automatically track name
changes of all registers and memories in the design as they

firrtl compiler
Undefined Memory 

Behavior 

verify(new Design(), Seq(BoundedCheck(5)) 

Invalid to Random

Add Reset Assumption

Random to Register

Treadle Simulator

VCD Error Message

Flatten

Transition System

STMLib btor2 Z3 CVC4

formal engines btormc

❌ Counter Example

Safe Past

Part of the FIRRTL compiler Part of the chiseltest library

✅

Fig. 4: Our Formal Verification Flow

are inlined. This way we can map initial states found by the
formal engine back to their hierarchical names.

Once the circuit has been flattened, the conversion to a
transition system is fairly straight forward. We implemented
a SMTLib and btor2 encoding that is very similar to the
one pioneered by yosys. We used the FIRRTL specification
to accurately translate FIRRTL expressions to the bit-vector
expression language defined by the SMTLib format [42]. Our
backend supports memory and register initialization using the
same user annotations as the Verilog backend. Multi-clock
support through a clock stuttering pass is work in progress,
for now only circuits with a single clock domain are officially
supported.

D. Reset Assumptions

In Chisel, users rarely need to worry about resets. Registers
with reset values are automatically connected to the default
reset and module instances just inherit their reset domain from
their parent. In Verilog, users have to manually ensure that
assertions are only triggered after the circuit was properly
reset. We decided to provide sensible defaults instead. As-
sertion statements are automatically disabled, just like it has
been the case for print and stop statements since the early
days of Chisel. As part of our formal verification support, we
provide a FIRRTL pass that automatically adds a constraint
for the reset of the top level module to be active during the
first cycle of execution. Thus, by default, users do not have to
worry about reset. Their assumptions will only fire after their
circuit has been properly reset and hence we ensure that there
are no false positives. We do provide options for power-users
to write assertions that are active during reset and to disable
reset assumptions or increase the number of reset cycles.

E. Simple Temporal Assertions

While a simple assert statement allows us to specify a
property over signals during a single cycle, it is not enough
to express properties that require us to reason about multiple



assert(en=[_],      predicate=[_])
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Fig. 5: Hardware generated by our tool to implement the
temporal assertion in Figure 3.

cycles. The traditional answer to this problem are temporal
assertion languages like SystemVerilog Assertions [43]. How-
ever, these are complex to implement efficiently and as of now
there has not been a successful open-source implementation.
The community around SymbiYosys has instead advocated for
the use of plain assertions with the Verilog past function. This
function returns the previous value of an expression and thus
allows us to write properties that span multiple cycles.

While conceptually simple, the past construct as defined
by the Verlog standard has one major problem: In the first
cycle of the circuit execution, there is no past value and the
past function always returns X. Thus the user has to take
care to keep track of how many cycles have passed since the
verification started and only enable assertions once all past
values are valid. This particular pitfall is often the topic of a
popular formal verification quiz.

We made use of some of the unique capabilities offered by
Chisel in order to implement what we consider to be a safer
version of the past function. In the frontend, our past is a
Scala function which creates an appropriate amount of delay
registers in the current clock and reset domain. That alone
provides functionality similar to the Verilog version of past.
We go further by annotating the delay register and asking for
a FIRRTL pass to be run when lowering the design. This pass
looks at a graph of all past delay registers and assertions in
a module. An edge indicates that the input to the assertion or
register is connected to the output of a delay register through
combinatorial logic. We traverse the resulting tree (by design
there can be no cycles) starting at each assertion to find the
longest path of past delay registers in order to determine the
number of cycles the assertion needs to be delayed. Finally
we generate a cycle counter register and use its value to guard
the individual assertions. Since our past function only relies
on synthesizable hardware it can also be used in software and
FPGA based simulation testing [44].

Figure 5 shows how the temporal assertion from Figure 3
results in a circuit with two registers created by the past

function: One to delay the condition from the when statement
and the other to delay the input data before it is compared to
the current output data. By default an assertion is only enabled
when reset is inactive and the surrounding when condition is
true. Our compiler pass analyzes the connectivity graph with
the result that both the enable condition as well as the predicate
are delayed by a single past register. Thus the assertion enable
signal is automatically extended to include the condition that

at least 1 cycle must have past since the last reset. The new
enable condition is derived from a synthesizable, saturating
cycle counter which is created by the compiler pass.

VI. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the different verification tools provided
by ChiselVerify, we will be using three different example
circuits, namely an accumulator ALU from the Leros proces-
sor [7], an arbiter circuit, and a priority queue provided by
Microchip [45]. These are tested using ChiselTest test benches
augmented with our verification tools. The test benches are
then compared to similar tests written using SystemVerilog
with UVM, and cocotb, using the generated Verilog de-
scriptions as a DUT. We have selected UVM since it is an
industry standard that can be used to verify Verilog designs,
and cocotb since it enables similar verification functionali-
ties in a high-level environment like what we propose with
ChiselVerify. The results are then compared in terms of the
verbosity of the verification code. As a final evaluation, we
look at the overhead induced by the use of ChiselVerify-
specific functionalities, such as functional coverage and con-
strained random verification, by comparing the runtime of a
bare ChiselTest test bench, to the same one enhanced with our
verification tools.

A. Evaluation Circuits

We evaluate ChiselVerify on three distinct circuits, which
we describe in the following paragraphs.

1) Leros Accumulator ALU: The first circuit we will verify
with our solution is an accumulator ALU from the Leros pro-
cessor. It supports operations such as add, load, shiftRight
and logic operations. In order to have a complete test suite,
we need to try all available operations and use all potential
input value corner cases. We will thus model our test bench
to do so.

2) An Arbitration Circuit: Another one of the circuits we
evaluate ChiselVerify on is an arbiter circuit. The arbiter uses
a ready/valid interface for the clients and the shared resource.
The arbiter is built as a binary tree, where each node does a
local arbitration and contains a register to store the data until it
can be communicated further up towards the root of the tree.
Each local 2 to 1 arbiter has a turn flag to be fair between
the two requests. The assumption is that this local fairness
translates to a global fairness of the full arbitration tree.

To test the arbiter, we specify properties that result in a
verification plan:

• Each request shall eventually be seen at the output (the
root node).

• No requests shall be “generated” in the tree (out of thin
air).

• The maximum latency for a request shall be n cycles
without any competing requests.

• The maximum latency for a request shall be m cycles
under full load.

• The arbitration shall be fair, which means the bandwidth
difference between clients shall be bound by x %.

http://zipcpu.com/quiz/2019/11/16/quiz07.html


The values of n, m, and x, depend on the number of clients,
i.e., the size of the arbitration circuit.

We have shown that the original implementation of
reduceTree on the Chisel Vec produces an unfair circuit.
Therefore, we have improved that implementation in Chisel.
The pull request 6 is now available with Chisel Version 3.5.3.

3) Sorting in Hardware: The final application example
builds on a use-case provided by Microchip [45]. The use-case,
which we implemented and verified, is a scheduling module
for real-time systems built around a hardware priority queue.
A host system can insert deadlines in the form of timestamps
into the scheduling module which in turn presents the next
upcoming deadline.

The scheduling module is implemented as a state machine
operating on a set of memory banks. The memory contains
a k-min-heap which is used by the internal priority queue
to efficiently determine the next upcoming deadline. The
implementation exploits parallelism to improve performance
when fetching nodes from the heap memory by splitting
siblings over separate memory banks. Furthermore, the search
for the minimum key between a parent node and its children,
a key operation when balancing the heap, can be parallelized
by employing a reduction tree.

The presented constrained random verification and func-
tional coverage functionalities of the ChiselVerify framework
were used to verify the scheduling system and its submodules.
The circuit at a top level allows for the insertion of deadlines
into the scheduling system and the removal of them. As such
the interface is not very complex and only consists of three
flow-control pins as well as data pins used to provide a new
deadline and to refer to a deadline which should be removed.

The test benches used to verify the scheduling system make
use of random stimuli for the data pins and directed stimuli
for the flow-control. We use the functional coverage report to
check how well the stimuli driven on the DUT’s data pins
are spread over the spectrum of possible values, and to check
whether certain input combinations are applied to the DUT
at some point throughout the test. As an example, the timed
coverage feature made it easy to check whether the valid

input of the DUT was revoked at some point within 10 clock
cycles after issuing an operation by adding the following cross-
coverage group:

1 cover("timed_valid", dut.io.valid, dut.io.valid)(
2 Eventually(10))(
3 cross("revoked_valid_under_op", 1 to 1, 0 to 0))

Listing 5: A timed cover construct.

In order to check whether the DUT matches its specification,
we have implemented a reference model for each module.
At the top level, this model is written at a transaction level,
while some submodules are tested against cycle accurate
reference models. In order to abstract interaction with the
DUT and provide an interface at the same abstraction level
as the reference model, we employ bus functional model-like
wrappers.

6https://github.com/chipsalliance/chisel3/pull/2318

B. Evaluation Results
We can now take a look at the different results obtained

during our evaluation.
1) Verification Verbosity: We start by comparing the three

verification languages in terms verbosity, which is measured
in “verification lines per source lines of code”, a metric used
in other works to partially evaluate verification languages [31],
[46], [47]. We consider a verification line to be any explicit
declaration of a cover or bin construct, as well as any function
call or standard statement, and have formatted our listings ac-
cordingly. For this, we measure the overhead of the functional
coverage and constrained random verification tools provided
in ChiselVerify against those provided in UVM and cocotb.

We start by adding functional coverage to the simple test
bench presented for the arbiter circuit. In order to do so,
we need to define a verification plan that correctly captures
information about the expected behavior of our DUT. The
arbiter circuit takes as input a Vector of n DecoupledIO

elements, which expands to 3n ports in the generated verilog.
In order to conduct a coherent experiment, we set n = 7, and
will define our specification accordingly. Our verification plan
will thus cover the inputs and output ready, valid, and bits

(data) ports.
We now do the same for the priority queue. As described

above, this design has two interfaces we will want to monitor
during our testing, i.e. the cmd and head interfaces. Unlike the
arbiter, these interfaces are of fixed size and thus the chisel
design and the generated Verilog will have similarly abstracted
ports. Our verification plan will thus cover all elements of both
the cmd and head interfaces.

a) Functional Coverage in UVM: In order to gather
functional coverage information about our design using UVM,
we have to work with the generated Verilog description.
Additionally, UVM requires a very specific test bench structure
than spans multiple files and hundreds of LOC. Our focus
is on the uvm subscriber subclass, which is where our
verification plan will be defined. For example, this is done
for the arbiter circuit using the following structure:

• Create a UVM-subscriber based coverage class.
• Instantiate the current DUT (Arbiter dut = new;)
• Declare the verification plan, where a single port is

covered with:
1 covergroup cg_input0;
2 IN0_READY: coverpoint dut.io_in_0_ready {
3 bins zero = {0};
4 bins one = {1};
5 }
6 IN0_VALID: coverpoint dut.io_in_0_valid {
7 //Same bins as in IN0_READY
8 }
9 IN0_BITS: coverpoint dut.io_in_0_bits;

10 endgroup cg_input0
11 // [...] Repeat for each port

• Define build phase and write functions.
• Define the coverage class constructor.

Only considering coverage-related code, this requires 158 lines
of SystemVerilog code.

https://github.com/chipsalliance/chisel3/pull/2318


b) Functional Coverage in cocotb: Gathering functional
coverage using cocotb is also done using the generated Ver-
ilog description. This is done by creating a Python-based
test bench, which is linked to our design via a custom
Makefile. We then define our verification plan by creating
a coverage section inside of our test bench. Finally, we
link said verification plan to a cocotb.coroutine function
to mark it as our sampler. For example, the arbiter circuit’s
verification plan has the following structure:

1 range_relation = lambda val_, bin_ : bin_[0] <=
val_ <= bin_[1]

2 Arbiter_Coverage = coverage_section(
3 CoverPoint("top.io_out_ready",

vname="io_out_ready", rel = range_relation,
4 bins = [0, 1], bins_labels = ["ready0",

"ready1"]),
5 CoverPoint("top.io_out_valid",

vname="top.io_out_valid", rel =
range_relation,

6 bins = [0, 1], bins_labels = ["valid0",
"valid1"]),

7 # [...] Repeat for each port
8 )

Here the range relation lambda tells cocotb how to interpret the
bounds of a range. This can be compared to how ChiselVerify
allows for custom hit conditions to be defined. When a single
number is give, e.g. 0, this is interpreted as a range 0 to 0,
thus a hit is considered if our relation holds for the sampled
value, i.e. 0 <= val <= 0. Only considering coverage-related
code, the verification plan defined in cocotb requires 82 lines
of cocotb-coverage code.

c) Functional Coverage with ChiselVerify: Finally, using
ChiselVerify to gather functional coverage information about a
design allows for direct interaction with the Chisel design. In
the case of designs with complex interfaces, such as the arbiter,
this allows us to create generic verification plans that function
with any parametrization of the design. For example, in the
case of the arbiter, which has a variable number of inputs, we
can simply define our verification plan using a generic loop
over all inputs in the design as follows:

1 dut.io.in.zipWithIndex.foreach((input:
DecoupledIO[UInt], idx: Int) => {

2 cr.register(
3 cover(s"in${idx}.ready", input.ready)(
4 bin("Ready0", 0 to 0),
5 bin("Ready1", 1 to 1)),
6 // [...] Continue the VP of a single input
7 )
8 })

Here, the zipWithIndex call allows us to concisely loop over
our array with a foreach loop, while having access to the
loop index, enabling the creation of unique identifiers for our
cover objects. Only considering coverage-related code, this
definition requires 26 lines of code for the arbiter’s complete
verification plan.

d) Summary: The results from our comparison are sum-
marized in Figure 6. It is important to keep in mind that these
user-level comparisons are not absolute, and are used to give
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Fig. 6: Verbosity overhead comparison between verifica-
tion plans written for three designs with ChiselVerify (CV),
SystemVerilog (SV), and cocotb (PY). For SV, only the
uvm subscriber code is taken into account.

the reader an idea of the amount of code that is required
to be written in the different languages to solve the same
problems. Figure 6 shows that, with ChiselVerify, we obtain
on average a 70% reduction in LOC over UVM and a 38%
reduction over cocotb. This is due to ChiselVerify’s capability
of exploiting the high-level design constructs, such as vectors,
directly in the verification plan, while the other solutions need
to rely on the unfolded generated Verilog. For designs with
simple interfaces such as the priority queue or the Leros ALU,
we obtain an increase of 30% over cocotb. This comes from
cocotb’s grouped bin declarations in a coverpoint. While it can
be more concise to declare coverpoints in cocotb with simple
designs, complex relations, often found in realistic designs,
are more difficult to model. It is more direct to access the
ports from a Chisel description using ChiselTest instead of
UVM or cocotb, since we can use the Chisel object as it was
originally described, and not have to interface via a more low-
level generated Verilog description. This becomes especially
important for deeper nested structures of IO ports.

2) ChiselVerify Performance Overhead: In order to evaluate
our proposed solutions more thoroughly, we will look at the
performance overhead that comes with using our verification
tools to augment a ChiselTest test bench. To do so, we use our
baseline a bare ChiselTest test bench without any functional
coverage or constrained random verification.

a) functional coverage Performance Overhead: In order
to analyse the performance overhead over varying verification
plan sizes, we will be using our previously mentioned arbiter
circuit, which has a variable number of input ports. We start
by measuring the performance of our arbiter test bench with
n ranging from 2 to 256. We then measure the performance
of the same test bench, but this time augmented with the
verification plan presented earlier. Finally, we measure the
performance of our initial test bench, but where the inputs of
the arbiter are set using random variables from the following
random object:

1 class ArbiterIn(n: Int) extends RandObj {
2 currentModel = new Model(seed)



3 val dins = for(_ <- 0 until n) yield(rand(0, n))
4 val consts = for(din <- dins) yield {
5 din dist (
6 0 to 0xF := 1,
7 0xF to 0xFF := 1,
8 )
9 }

10 // Enable all constraints
11 consts.foreach(_.enable())
12 }

The results from these measurements are summarized in
Figure 7. These results show that the both the functional
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Fig. 7: Performance overhead of the different tools provided by
ChiselVerify. N represents the number of arbiter ports which
also means the number of covergroups or random variables.
The overhead is computed as the ratio between the average
runtimes, over many runs, of the bare ChiselTest test bench and
the same test bench augmented with either functional coverage
(FC) or constrained random verification (CRV) for a given n.

coverage and constrained random verification tools scale quite
well, since their overheads seem to be almost independent
of the size of the verification plan or the number of random
variables used. They both show to have an average overhead
of 3.5% over ChiselTest independent of the scale at which
they are used. Such a low and scalable overhead shows that
ChiselVerify is an efficient addition to the Chisel verification
ecosystem.

3) ChiselVerify and UVM Performance Comparison: Fi-
nally, we evaluate our solution’s performance by directly
comparing the runtime of two tests, one implemented using
SystemVerilog with UVM and the other with ChiselVerify.
The UVM testbench is running using Vivado7, as verilator
has yet to support the full verification functionalities required
by UVM.

a) Benchmarking Infrastructure: To evaluate the per-
formance of our solution, we run one of the tests of the
Leros accumulator ALU presented in a previous section. The
relevant test, random test, stimulates the device under test
using uniformly random inputs. This test is run 50 times in
order to obtain a non-biased runtime measured in seconds. A

7https://support.xilinx.com/s/article/1070861

description of the system used for our benchmarking can be
found in table I.

Processor
Model Intel Core m5-6Y54 CPU
Microarchitecture Skylake
Base Frequency 1.20 GHz
Max Frequency 2.7 GHz
N Threads 4

TABLE I: Various details about the processor used for our
benchmarks.

b) Benchmarking Results: The results from running the
test using first UVM, and secondly using the various tools
provided in ChiselVerify, are compiled and summarized in
table II.

Runtime [s] Mean Std-Deviation Startup Time
UVM 1.2 0.16 82.5

ChiselVerify 11.3 1.2 13.23

TABLE II: Runtime results obtained when running the
random test benchmark implemented with UVM and with
ChiselVerify.

These numbers show that ChiselVerify’s reliance on Chis-
elTest and sbt gives it a rather slow runtime when testing, but
with a much faster startup time, making it ideal for smaller
test suites. Recent work by Iyer et al. [48] has shown that this
might be due to the way ChiselTest handles multi-threading,
and efforts, also presented in part in said work, are being made
to alleviate this overhead.

4) Evaluation Summary: As demonstrated above, Chis-
elVerify allows for the use of functional coverage constructs,
as well constrained random verification directly inside of a
ChiselTest test bench. Complex constructs can be defined
following the low verbosity of Chisel and ChiselTest, requiring
on average a 70% fewer LOC than the industry standard UVM
and a 38% fewer than cocotb. ChiselVerify improves upon
these existing solutions by enabling direct use of high-level
aspects of a Chisel design. All of this is done with a low
performance overhead, averaging at 3.5% across the different
functionalities. Iyer et al. [48] have shown that ChiselTest’s
command api performs better than cocotb’s by a factor of
2x. However we have seen that, given its low startup time,
ChiselVerify still remains slower, in terms of post-startup
runtime, than UVM. With the efforts presented in Iyer et al.’s
work, we can expect the performance of ChiselTest, and thus
also ChiselVerify, to improve in the near future.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed well-integrated tools for verifying
Chisel designs directly inside of a ChiselTest test bench.
These include functional coverage and constrained random
verification tools, as well as bus functional models all under
a single library named ChiselVerify. We also proposed for-
mal verification methods, which are directly integrated into
Chisel3, allowing for bounded model checking to be done in
Chisel. Using these tools on three different designs of varying

https://support.xilinx.com/s/article/1070861


complexity, we obtained similar results to those of using
UVM or cocotb, all while requiring less verification code.
We also showed that the additional use of our tools within a
ChiselTest test bench induces very little performance overhead.
With this, we enabled functional coverage, constrained random
verification, bus functional models and formal verification
techniques to be used in the Chisel/Scala ecosystem. This will
hopefully improve current verification engineering efficiency
all while easing the way for software engineers to join the
hardware verification world.

Source Access

This work is in open source and hosted at GitHub:
https://github.com/chiselverify/chiselverify. We plan also to
regularly publish it on Maven.8 The formal verification meth-
ods proposed in this work are integrated into Chisel3: https:
//github.com/chipsalliance/chisel3
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